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Mayyalippulayuṭe tīraṅṅaḷil M. Mukundan 2006 Novel on social themes.
The Bells are Ringing in Haridwar M Mukundan 2020-02-20 M. Mukundan has been called the 'Writer of Mayyazhi' and some of his best-known
works have as their background, Mayyazhi, that small area in Kerala which is still French at heart. And yet he spent a large part of his
life in Delhi and a number of his powerful works are set in that place and speak of its people. Haridwaril Manikal Muzhangunnu came out in
1972 to loud acclaim and louder criticism. It spoke to the alienated youth of the late 1960s and early 1970s; and the criticism was because
it seemed to glorify the use of drugs and a way of life that was considered immoral then. With Ramesh and Suja, we travel to ancient
Haridwar where the Ganga came to earth, where the marks made by Bhageeratha's chariot wheels can still be seen and Bhima's sweat can still
be tasted in the water of the pond dug by him. Ramesh finds himself unable to resist the call of the bells of Haridwar. The other two
novellas take us back to Mayyazhi, the small piece of land where time has stood still for decades. Both the stories speak of the man of
rectitude face to face with his baser instincts, his natural instincts. Meetheledath Ravunni is led astray by the sight of the girdle that
encircles Savitri's slim waist and descends to an animal-like existence. As for Kunhikrishnan Thampuran, the honeyed skin of the oilmiller's wife reduces him finally to an innocence that is child-like, unselfconscious.
Delhi M Mukundan 2020-08-31
Classic Tales and Fables for Children graf Leo Tolstoy 2002 Renowned Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy had an abiding interest in children and
in children's literature. At the age of twenty-one, he started a school for peasant children on his family's estate, and after returning
from a stint in the military, he founded another, experimental school with the motto, Come when you like, leave when you like.Fascinated by
the simple charm and the fresh innocence with which the children of his schools told stories, several years later, when Tolstoy began
writing about his own childhood, he emulated the uncomplicated narrative style and disarming directness of the tales told by the children
of his acquaintance. After completing War and Peace, he incorporated these stories in a series of easy readers, and continued to work on
them even while writing Anna Karenina. Known as The ABC Book (Azbuka) and subsequently The New ABC Book (Novy Azbuka), these marvelous
readers were widely adopted in Russia and were still in use in the Soviet era.The tales and fables in this volume come mainly from these
two well-loved primers. Part I consists of stories about his own childhood, all told with beautiful simplicity. Part II contains Tolstoy's
free adaptations of fables from Aesop and from Hindu tradition. Part III is devoted solely to his longest and most famous children's work,
the fairy tale Ivan the Fool and His Two Brothers.Never patronizing and often humorous, these small gems reveal Tolstoy's deep appreciation
for and understanding of children's artistic and moral sensibilities.
Indian Literature 1993
On the Banks of the Mayyazhi Eṃ Mukundan 1999
Chemmeen Takal̲i Śivaśaṅkarapiḷḷa 1978
Cat People Devapriya Roy 2021-12-22 In Karachi, a writer house-sits for her father and his cat, while keeping track of his - the cat’s list of obsessions: ironed white sheets, kheer, KFC fries, warm custard, finely chopped sausages, and the flaky tops of chicken patties. In
San Francisco, a couple adopt a cat, without anticipating what it will do to their relationship. In Noida, a cat and two dogs line up
peacefully every morning for their daily dose of vitamin syrup. In Bombay, a lyricist and screenwriter roots through the litter tray first
thing in the morning, to investigate if his cat’s UTI is better. In wintry London, a young millennial wonders if she is actually a cat.
Capturing the many moods of felines and their humans, in many forms and voices, Cat People, is a timely celebration of the most memed
creature today: the cat. This collection of short stories, personal essays, lists, original art and photographs is are a treat, not just
for cat lovers everywhere, but for all who love a story well-told – and, on occasion, a theory well-spun.
Budhini Sarah Joseph 2021-08 On 6 December 1959, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru went to Dhanbad district in Jharkhand to inaugurate the
Panchet Dam across the Damodar river. A fifteen-year-old girl, Budhini, chosen by the Damodar Valley Corporation welcomed him with a
garland and placed a tikka on his forehead. When these ceremonial gestures were interpreted as an act of matrimony, the fifteen-year-old
was ostracized by her village and let go from her job as a construction worker, citing violation of Santal traditions. Budhini was outlawed
for 'marrying outside her community'. Budhini Mejhan's is the tale of an uprooted life, told here through the contemporary lens of Rupi
Murmu, a young journalist distantly related to her and determined to excavate her story. In this reimagined history, Sarah Joseph evokes
Budhini with vigour, authority and panache, conjuring up a robust and endearing feminine character and reminding us of the lives and
stories that should never be forgotten. Translated by her daughter, Sangeetha Sreenivasan, a fiercely individualistic novelist herself,
Sarah Joseph's Budhini powerfully invokes the wider bio-politics of our relentless modernization and the dangers of being indifferent to
ecological realities.
The Train That Had Wings M. Mukundan 2020-09-03 The Train That Had Wings presents modern life in Kerala in terms of a shared but
tragically compromised humanity. Mukundan dares to look beneath the routines and facades of everyday life in order to probe depth of sin,
greed, and hypocrisy but also to rediscover what brings joy and hope. Sixteen short story translations and a critical introduction,
offering examples of Mukundan's realistic, existentialist, psychedelic, and parabolic stories, show his range and talent for the very short
story. If Hawthorne wrote “twice told tales,” Mukundan writes half-told tales, stories that jump in the middle, stomp around for just a
minute, and leap away almost before the reader can settle in. Half-told, but a powerful and infectious half.
Pandavapuram Sethu 2014-10-03 PandavapuramThe paramours of Pandavapuram- they are the real nuisance/nightmare of all new brides who come
there for their dream life.The Goddess who sits in the sanctum like a real brightening Indian bride always safeguards the innocent brides
of PandavapuramWill she continue her protection ?Mr.Sethu who is author of several best sellers like Adyaksharangal, Adayalangal,
Marupiravi, Aramathe Penkutty etc doubts, Are these brides longing for a right to have more than one husband?In this new era of life; Do
all our brides want to imitate Draupadi who had a legal consent for polygamy?Can't they be satisfied with one husband?The curious readers
can go through a real mysterious fiction and they will surely enjoy the book with a different feeling
Roots Malyattoor Ramakrishnan 2002 Increasingly possessed by a yearning to escape the ennui of an indifferent marriage and the empty but
comfortable lifestyle of a bureaucrat, Raghu decides to visit the small patch of ancestral property in his native village. The novel moves
between the two worlds the past and the present with pungent, earthy humour and sharp insights.
The Legends of Khasak O V Vijayan 2008-05-14 A restlessness born of guilt and despair leads Ravi to embark on a journey that ends in the
remote village of Khasak in the picturesque Palghat countryside in Kerala. A land from the past, potent with dreams and legends, enfolds
the traveller in a powerful and unsettling embrace. Ravi is bewitched and entranced as everything around him—the villagers; their children
whom he teaches in a makeshift school; the elders who see him as a threat; the toddy-tappers; the shamans—takes on the quality of myth. And
then reality, painful and threatening, begins to intrude on the sojourner's resting place and Ravi begins to understand that there is no
escape from the relentless dictates of karma... Often poetic and dark, always complex and rich, The Legends of Khasak, O.V. Vijayan's muchacclaimed first novel, translated into English by the author, is an extraordinary achievement
Harbart Nabarun Bhattacharya 2019-06-25 This beloved cult novel—about a young man who makes a business of relaying messages from the
dead—is now in a sparkling English translation Poor, poor, hard-luck Herbert Sarkar: born into a fancy Calcutta family but cursed from
birth (his philandering movie director father is killed in a car crash and his mother dies soon after, when he’s still just a baby), he is
taken as an orphan into his uncle’s house, only to fall further and further down the family totem pole. Despite good looks (“Hollywood-ish,
Leslie Howard-ish)” and native talents, he is scorned by all but his kind aunt. Poor Herbert: so lovable but so little loved. Cheated of
his inheritance, living on the roof in cast-off clothing, he pines for love, but all is woe: his own nephews beat him up. At twenty,
however, he suddenly seems to possess the gift of speaking with the dead. Herbert is bathed in glory. From less than zero to starry
heights—what an apotheosis. The wheel of fortune turns again, all too soon... Legendary, scathingly satiric, wildly energetic, deeply
tender, Herbert is an Indian masterwork.
Dance Eṃ Mukundan 2007
Handbook of Twentieth-century Literatures of India Nalini Natarajan 1996 Surveys the many regional literatures of 20th century India.

Personal Excellence Edited By Ken Shelton 2006-01-01 This priceless collection of prize articles includes the most respected authorities
on personal and professional development. From Michael Jordan to Mary Kay Ash to Pope John II, you ll read about how you as well as every
other person possess the potential to achieve and improve the quality of your life, how facing yourself is always better than running from
yourself, and how feeling free is so fundamental to human nature. This insightful and inspiring book will help you in five areas:
preparation, performance, recovery, life values, and ongoing growth.
The Dialectic of Historicity in Modernist Fiction: a Study Based on Select Works of O V Vijayan and M Mukundan Swapna Gopinath 2017-12-15
Modernism when viewed through the spectacles of Marxian aesthetics emerges as a problematic artistic movement, especially when placed
within the context of social structures that define the cultural practices at any given point in time. The much discussed debate within the
Marxist canon regarding the dialectic relationship between society and art in the context of modernism had stalwarts of Marxist criticism
deliberating this relationship between art and society. From Europe, modernism spread to other parts of the world, including India where it
captured the imagination of the writers of regional languages as well. In Kerala, with its staunch Marxian perspectives and its supporters
including a faithful political network of leaders and followers, modernism invited heated debates of a similar nature. A debate was
triggered off challenging the ideological frameworks of modernist aesthetics with a large part of the intelligentsia actively participating
in it. Kerala Kaumudi magazine published these arguments as a series, leading to further discussions in the cultural and political
discourses that shaped the sensibility of the times. This book is an attempt to explore this relationship with these debates and
discussions as referral points. To substantiate the arguments, four texts that emerged as iconic texts are studied - O V Vijayan's The
Legends of Khasak (1969)and The Saga of Dharmapuri (1985)and M Mukundan's On the Banks of Mayyazhi (1974) and God's Mischief (1989).
Nrittam Eṃ Mukundan 2007 This work offers an English translation of the Malayalam novel "Nrittam". Written by Maniyambath Mukundan, the
novel is a poignant tale of love and loss told in contrapuntal versions by multiple narrators, Sridhar and Agni, communicating through the
cyber medium of email.
Mapping the Postcolonial Domestic in the Works of Vargas Llosa and Mukundan Minu Susan Koshy 2020-12-16 This book is among the first works
to engage with postcolonialism through the lens of the domestic in its totality, encompassing multifarious aspects such as domestic space,
objects, family and servitude among others. The study foregrounds the inadequacy of Western theories on the domestic in explaining the
postcolonial situation, and proposes alternate methods of analysing the ‘inner’ realm of colonial experience. Structured within the
framework of comparative literary studies, the work serves to contribute to the tri-continental model of comparative literature,
establishing mutually illuminating connections between the continents. The study provides scope for a widening of the epistemological base
of critical inquiry, especially in the domains of postcolonialism, area studies and comparative literature. It explores new avenues in
cross-cultural studies, contributing to the transnational diffusion of cultures and literatures, by focusing on what has been termed
‘minor’—the domestic and its rhythms in postcolonial cultures.
Dharmaraja Raman, Pillai C V 2009 Set in eighteenth century Tranvancore, and revolving around an imaginary conspiracy to overthrow the
rule of Maharaja Rmavarma, who was known as 'Dharmaraja', it explores in subtle and powerful manner the idea and ideal of rulership and
good governance as well as loyalty to the state.
Unity Is Peace: Interfaith Speech Sri Mata Amritanandamayi Devi 2014-11-09 Let Our Effort To Discover Our Own Essential Nature, That
Indwelling Universal Power, Be A Characteristic Feature Of The New Millennium We Are About To Enter. Let This Be Recognized As One Of The
Important Goals Of The Next Century. An Address At The Interfaith Celebration In Honor Of The 50th Anniversary Of The United Nations, New
York, October 21, 1995. Published By The Disciples Of Mata Amritanandamayi Devi, Affectionately Known As Mother, Or Amma The Hugging Saint.
The Glass Tree M. Mukundan 2011 Unni has lots and lots of stories to tell. And his grandmother cannot go to sleep without one of little
Unni's colourful tales. A delightful retelling of the original prize-winning story by one of the best Malayalam writers today to inspire
all storytellers!
Adityan, Radha, and Others Eṃ Mukundan 2004
The Book Review 1998
Uneasy Money P. G. Wodehouse 2012-03-01 What would you do if you found out that a long-ago acquaintance left you the equivalent of
millions of dollars in his will? That's exactly what happens to down-on-his-luck Lord Dawlish in P.G. Wodehouse's Uneasy Money. Although
the funds are a much-needed financial blessing, Dawlish isn't entirely comfortable with the inheritance and sets off on a quest to put
things right -- with plenty of stops along the way to indulge his love of golf, theater, and the opposite sex.
Aa Maratheyum Marannu Marannu Njan K. R. Meera 2015-06-18 The powerful memory of a former love rules Radhika's inner world as she builds a
small-time practice in Law, and attempts normalcy in a marriage she neither wanted nor resisted. Raped at age ten, raped again as a young
collegiate, she is abandoned twice: first by her father and later byChristy who loved her, but takes her through a wedding ceremony only to
leave her later the same day. When Christy returns sixteen years later, shattered and unstable, the burnt and withered roots of love bloom
again. Trauma, betrayal, and loneliness are the colours that paint this picture ofphysical and emotional violence that Radhika endures.
God's Mischief Eṃ Mukundan 2002 As Post-Colonial Mayyazhi (Mahe) Where History And Time Flowed With The Water Under The Rusted Iron Bridge
Tries To Come To Terms With Its New-Found Independence, Young Men Leave To Seek Their Fortunes Abroad. And Many Of The Older Generation,
Orphaned By The Departure Of The French, Struggle To Eke Out A Living Even As They Remember Their Days Of Plenty Under Their Foreign
Masters... Caught Up In Their Suffering, Kumaran Vaidyar Does Everything He Can To Keep The People Of His Beloved Mayyazhi From Starving,
But Entrusts His Own Children To The Care Of His Beloved Wife, Who Is No More. Meanwhile, Father Alphonse Waves His Magic Wand And Changes
Pebbles Into Candy And Waits For His Good-For-Nothing Son To Return. Through All This, Untroubled By The Woes Of The Elders, Shivan, Shashi
And Elsie Spend An Idyllic Childhood In Sunny, Sleepy Mayyazhi. Until The Day Of Reckoning Catches Up With Them And They Pay The Price Of
Growing Up. Mukundan S Two Seminal Mayyazhi Novels, On The Banks Of The Mayyazhi And God S Mischief, Are, At One Level, The Saga Of Mahe
(Mayyazhi) With Its Legacy Of French Colonialism. At Another, They Are, Despite An Exuberant Parade Of Myths And Legends, A Chronology Of
The Futile Search Of The Exiled Through The Crowded Alleys Of History. Mukundan Has...Made Mahe Into The Malgudi Of Malayalam Literature.
S. Prasannarajan, Times Of India Mukundan S Novels Provide A Reading Of The History Of Colonialism Unavailable In A Historian S Ruvre.
Prof. K.N. Panikkar, Interrogating Colonialism: Novel As Imagined History.
Kunju Karyangalude Odeythampuran Arundhati Roy 2011-04-02
Kerala, an Authentic Handbook 2010
A Preface to Man Subhash Chandran 2019-01-25 Ann Marie reads fragments of her dead husband's unfinished book, and the many love letters he
sent her, and in them the social and political events of the time. As she ponders over the writing and the years that the brilliant
Jithendran squandered working for a toy company that makes drum-playing monkeys, the narrative gives way to the sweeping saga of a village
by the river Periyar. Grappling with issues of equality, love, caste, religion and politics, Thachanakkara is a microcosm of twentiethcentury Kerala. Told through the history of three generations of a feudal Nair family, this sprawling story is reminiscent of the craft of
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude and has the scale of Sunil Gangopadhyay's Those Days. Manushyanu Oru Amukham is an
artistic meditation on human existence and is a contemporary classic.
Agnisakshi Laḷitāmbika Antarjjanaṃ 2015 The only novel of one of Keralaas leading women writers, Lalithambika Antharjanam's Agnisakshi is
a telling account of a woman's life glowing as though purified in the "fire of sacrifice". Set against the history of Kerala, and life,
customs, habits, and culture of the Namboodiri community,along with the fervent cries of the Indian National Freedom struggle, the
characters act out their unforgettable roles: Tethi, the dazzling but disappointed bride who renounces worldly life; Unni Namboodiri, whose
adherence to the Vedic way of life destroys his personal happiness; and Thankam,Unni's Nair cousin and the mighty Aphan Namboodirias
daughter, seeking her own liberation from the past.True to the lyrical and emotional tone of the original, Vasanthi Sankaranarayanan's
translation offers a moving portrait of upper-class, upper-caste Kerala society just before and after Independence.
The Great Indian Novel Shashi Tharoor 2011-09-01 In this award-winning novel, Tharoor has masterfully recast the two-thousand-year-old
epic, The Mahabharata, with fictional but highly recognizable events and characters from twentieth-century Indian politics. Nothing is
sacred in this deliciously irreverent, witty, and deeply intelligent retelling of modern Indian history and the ancient Indian epic The
Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and instructive, hilarious and moving, it is a dazzling tapestry of prose and verse that satirically,
but also poignantly, chronicles the struggle for Indian freedom and independence.
Sugandhi Alias Andal Devanayaki T.D. Ramakrishnan 2018-07-25 'Takes the Malayalam novel to new heights and fresh possibilities.' - The
HinduWhen Peter Jeevanandam arrives in Sri Lanka to shoot a movie about a human rights activist ostensibly murdered by the LTTE, the
government is more than willing to help. What they don't know is that he is also searching for Sugandhi - an LTTE member, and the love of
his life.As Peter stumbles upon and becomes part of a plot to kill the president, reality, history, myth and fiction collide in explosive,
illuminating ways.Sugandhi Alias Andal Devanayaki is a daring novel that portrays the violence inherent in both fascism and
revolution.Winner of the 2017 Vayalar Award and the Kerala Sahitya Akademi Award.
The Dialectic of Historicity in Modernist Fiction Swapna Gopinath 2017-12-15 Modernism when viewed through the spectacles of Marxian
aesthetics emerges as a problematic artistic movement, especially when placed within the context of social structures that define the
cultural practices at any given point in time. The much discussed debate within the Marxist canon regarding the dialectic relationship

between society and art in the context of modernism had stalwarts of Marxist criticism deliberating this relationship between art and
society. From Europe, modernism spread to other parts of the world, including India where it captured the imagination of the writers of
regional languages as well. In Kerala, with its staunch Marxian perspectives and its supporters including a faithful political network of
leaders and followers, modernism invited heated debates of a similar nature. A debate was triggered off challenging the ideological
frameworks of modernist aesthetics with a large part of the intelligentsia actively participating in it. Kerala Kaumudi magazine published
these arguments as a series, leading to further discussions in the cultural and political discourses that shaped the sensibility of the
times. This book is an attempt to explore this relationship with these debates and discussions as referral points. To substantiate the
arguments, four texts that emerged as iconic texts are studied - O V Vijayan's The Legends of Khasak (1969)and The Saga of Dharmapuri
(1985)and M Mukundan's On the Banks of Mayyazhi (1974) and God's Mischief (1989).
The Scandal of the Century Gabriel García Márquez 2019 A selection of García Márquez' journalism from the late 1940s to the mid-1980
Authors, Texts, Issues Saccidānandan 2003 Authors, Texts, Issues By The Author Of The Highly Acclaimed Indian Literature: Positions And
Propositions Brings Together Ten Essays Concerning Major Aspects Of Indian Literature. The Essays In The First Part Examine Some Of The
Specific Anxieties Of Contemporary Indian Poetry In The Context Of Nation And Region, The Democratizing And Modernizing Forces And
Processes In Post-Independence Indian Literature, And The Concept Of The Diaspora In The Context Of Indian Writing. The Essays In The
Second Part Look At Some Specific Authors From Fresh Perspectives: Sarojini Naidu Is Re-Evaluated As An Indian Poet Sharing The Bhasha
Traditions; Saratchandra Chatterjee Is Looked At From The Point Of View Of His Reception In Different Languages, And Sarala Dasa'S
Mahabharata Is Examined For Its Subaltern Elements. The Third Part Looks At The Social Dynamics And Poetics Of Bhakti, The State Of
Autobiography As A Genre, The Theoretical Status Of The Concept Of Orientalism Today, And The Activity Of Translation From An Indian
Perspective. The Book Is Essential Reading For Academics Dealing With Indian Literature, Students, Researchers And Readers Broadly
Interested In The Issues Of Indian Literature And Culture.
Govardhan's Travels P Sachidanandan 2007-01-08 ‘The most memorable literary event of my experience . . . Govardhan is that common man who
seeks justice from history, from time and society and is punished. Govardhan is everyman. He is a survivor and his story is everyman’s
story.’ — Mahasveta Devi Halfway through his famous play on injustice, Andher Nagari Choupat Raja, Bharatendu Harishchandra stops: What is
the duty of a writer—to depict reality as it exists or to project what it should actually be? Unable to decide, Bharatendu abandons the
play and releases Govardhan, the main character who is unjustly condemned to death, from drama to real life. The noose still hangs over
Govardhan’s head as he walks out of prison as a representative of all those who are victims of the ruthlessness and absurdity of justice.
He questions everyone he encounters and raises a storm which gains momentum as he journeys through space and time. The lines between fact
and fiction blur as a host of people from mythology, history and literature join him, some asking questions, like him, and others opposing
them. As we follow Govardhan’s meanderings, we realize that his journey will never end, for with the passage of time he will find more
places to visit and more people to meet, even as the ever-present noose tightens around his neck. Ultimately, there can be no escape for
the Govardhans of this PBI - World. Anand’s imaginative recreation of Govardhan’s life after his release from prison maintains the farcical
nature of Bharatendu’s work, although it moves away from the comfortable ending of Andher Nagari Choupat Raja. It provides a terrifying
portrait of the cruelty and irrationality of the PBI - World which we contend as civilized.
Anglo-Indian Identity Robyn Andrews 2021-03-21 Revisionist in approach, global in scope, and a seminal contribution to scholarship, this
original and thought-provoking book critiques traditional notions about Anglo-Indians, a mixed descent minority community from India. It
interrogates traditional notions about Anglo-Indian identity from a range of disciplines, perspectives and locations. This work situates
itself as a transnational intermediary, identifying convergences and bridging scholarship on Anglo-Indian studies in India and the
diaspora. Anglo-Indian identity is presented as hybridised and fluid and is seen as being representative, performative, affective and
experiential through different interpretative theoretical frameworks and methodologies. Uniquely, this book is an international
collaborative effort by leading scholars in Anglo-Indian Studies, and examines the community in India and diverse diasporic locations such
as New Zealand, Britain, Australia, Pakistan and Burma.
Space and Language in Architectural Education Kasia Nawratek 2022-05-02 Architects habitually disregard disciplinary boundaries of their
profession in search for synergies and inspiration. The realm of language, although not considered to be architects’ natural environment,
opens opportunities to further stretch and expand the architectural imagination and the set of tools used in the design process. When used
in the context of architectural pedagogy, the exploration of the relationship between space and language opens the discussion further to
include the reflection on the design studio structure, the learning process in creative subjects and the ethical dimension of architectural
education. This book offers a glimpse into architectural pedagogies exploring the relationship between space and language, using literary
methods and linguistic experiments. The examples discuss a wide range of approaches from international perspective, exploring opportunities
and challenges of engaging literary methods and linguistic experiments in architectural education. The theme of Catalysts discusses the use
of literary methods in architectural pedagogy, where literary texts are used to jumpstart and support the design process, resulting in
deeply contextual approaches capable of subverting embedded hierarchies of the design studio. Tensions explore the gap between the world
and its description, employing linguistic experiments and literary methods to enrich and expand the architectural vocabulary to include the
experience of space in its infinite complexity. This book will be useful for innovators in architectural education and those seeking to
expand their teaching practice to incorporate literary methods, and to creatives interested in making teaching a part of their practice. It
may also appeal to students from design-based disciplines with an established design studio culture, demonstrating how to use narrative,
poetry and literature to expand and feed your imagination.
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